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Linearized model collision operators for multiple ion species plasmas are presented that conserve
particles, momentum, and energy and satisfy adjointness relations and Boltzmann’s H-theorem even
for collisions between different particle species with unequal temperatures. The model collision
operators are also written in the gyrophase-averaged form that can be applied to the gyrokinetic
equation. Balance equations for the turbulent entropy density, the energy of electromagnetic
fluctuations, the turbulent transport fluxes of particle and heat, and the collisional dissipation are
derived from the gyrokinetic equation including the collision term and Maxwell equations. It is
shown that, in the steady turbulence, the entropy produced by the turbulent transport fluxes is
dissipated in part by collisions in the nonzonal-mode region and in part by those in the zonal-mode
region after the nonlinear entropy transfer from nonzonal to zonal modes. © 2009 American
Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3257907
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, kinetic theories and simulations are basic
means which are extensively used to investigate transport
processes in high-temperature plasmas.1,2 Collisions are one
of the important factors in the kinetic framework to deter-
mine plasma transport. In magnetically confined toroidal
plasmas, Coulomb collisions are a main cause of the neoclas-
sical transport,3,4 which is investigated by using the drift ki-
netic equations. On the other hand, the turbulent transport is
driven by plasma microinstabilities and it is described by the
gyrokinetic equation,5 which still needs a collision term for
the steady turbulent state to be realized. Therefore, it is de-
sirable to use a good collision model in the kinetic equations,
which is easy to treat analytically or numerically but satisfies
physically correct constraints such as conservation laws of
particles, momentum, and energy.
A well-established collision term for collisions between
particle species a and b is given by the Landau operator
Cabfa , fb,6 which is bilinear with respect to the distribution
functions fa and fb, where the subscripts a and b represent
the corresponding particle species. When the distribution
functions are given by the sum of the equilibrium part fa0
and the small perturbation part fa as fa= fa0+fa, one often
uses the linearized collision operator Cab
L that is defined from
Cab by
Cab
L fa,fb = Cabfa, fb0 + Cabfa0,fb , 1
where the first and second terms on the right-hand side rep-
resent the test- and field-particle collision operators, respec-
tively. The equilibrium distribution function is assumed to
take Maxwellian form, fa0= faM na /3/2vTa3 exp−v2 /vTa2 ,
where na is the density, vTa2Ta /ma1/2 is the thermal ve-
locity, Ta is the temperature, and ma is the particle mass for
species a. Then, the test-particle collision term derived from
the Landau operator is written as
Cabfa, fb0 = DabvLfa + Cvabfa
+
ma
Tb
1 − TbTa 1v2 v	
abv
2
v5fa
 . 2
Here, L represents the pitch-angle-scattering operator de-
fined by
L  1
2

v
· v2I − vv ·

v
=
1
2 1sin  sin   + 1sin2  
2
2
 , 3
where I denotes the unit tensor and v , , represent spheri-
cal coordinates in the velocity space. The operator Cvab in Eq.
2 is defined by
Cvabg 
1
v2

v
	abv2 v4faM v gfaM
 , 4
where g represents an arbitrary function of v. The collision
frequencies for pitch-angle scattering and energy diffusion
are given by D
abv3 /4ab−1xb−Gxb /xa3 and
	
abv3 /2ab−1Gxb /xa3, respectively, where
3 /4ab−14nbea2eb2 ln  / ma2vTa3  ln  is the Coulomb
logarithm, x2−1/20
xe−t
2dt, Gxx−xx /
2x2, xjv /vTj, and vTj2Tj /mj1/2 j=a ,b. From ana-
lytical and numerical points of view, the field-particle colli-
sion term Cabfa0 ,fb given by the Landau operator is more
complicated than the test-particle collision term shown in Eq.
2 because laborious velocity-space integration is required.
Recently, Abel et al.7 proposed linearized model colli-
sion operators for gyrokinetic simulations. Their like-
particle-collision operators for the gyrokinetic equations are
derived from the gyrophase average of the same test- and
field-particle collision operators as used by Lin et al.8 and
Wang et al.9 for f simulations of neoclassical transport
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caused by ion-ion collisions. The test-particle collision op-
erator used by these authors is the exact one Caafa , fa0
given by Eq. 2 for a=b while their field-particle collision
operator is derived approximately such that particles, mo-
mentum, and energy are conserved. In addition, their linear-
ized model collision operators for like-particle collisions are
self-adjoint and obey Boltzmann’s H-theorem in contrast
with other models.10–12 The self-adjointness and the
H-theorem are also satisfied by the approximate test- and
field-particle collision operators presented by Hirshman and
Sigmar13 although, as pointed out by Abel et al.,7 the energy-
diffusion process included in the exact Landau test-particle
collision operator but dropped in the Hirshman–Sigmar
model operator plays an important role in the damping of
fine velocity-space structures appearing in the turbulent dis-
tribution function.
From the viewpoint of applications to practical cases, it
is now natural to consider the model operator for collisions
between different particle species in plasmas including mul-
tiple ion species. The established model operators for colli-
sions between electrons and ions are available because the
approximation is well justified by the small ratio of the elec-
tron mass me to the ion mass mi. Besides, because of this
small ratio, me /mi	1, the temperatures of electrons and ions
are allowed to be unequal, TeTi. When there exist multiple
ions species and their masses are very different, they may
have unequal temperatures, too. In the present work, we de-
rive the linearized model collision operator which can be
used even for collisions between different species of ions
with unequal temperatures. For the unequal-temperature
case, we find that the linearized Landau collision operators
does not rigorously satisfy the adjointness relations and the
H-theorem because of the last term proportional to
1−Tb /Ta appearing in the right-hand side of Eq. 2. How-
ever, these relations and theorem are very favorable for ana-
lytical and numerical studies of the kinetic equations with the
collision term. For example, the adjointness relations are es-
sential for the variational formulation of the solution to the
drift kinetic equation14 as well as for the Onsager symmetry
of the classical and neoclassical transport matrices.3,4,6,15,16
The H-theorem implies the asymptotic relaxation of the dis-
tribution function to the local equilibrium state. Therefore,
the approximate linearized operator is desired to keep the
adjointness relations and the H-theorem in addition to the
other conservation laws. These requirements are fulfilled in
this work.
In this paper, we also discuss the steady turbulence
which is subject to the entropy balance17,18 between the pro-
duction terms due to turbulent transport fluxes and the colli-
sional dissipation based on the gyrokinetic equation with the
gyrophase-averaged collision operator. Recently, as an attrac-
tive mechanism for regulation of turbulent transport, zonal
flows,19–21 which are the E
B flows produced by electro-
static potential fluctuations with the wave number vectors in
the direction perpendicular to flux surfaces, have been stud-
ied intensively by gyrokinetic turbulence simulations.1,2,22,23
Therefore, it is instructive to discuss the role of such fluctua-
tions with zonal structures from the viewpoint of the entropy
balance. Using the entropy balance equations for the gyroki-
netic turbulence, we can identify the nonlinear term repre-
senting the entropy transfer from nonzonal to zonal modes,
which is expressed in the fluid limit by the product of the
well-known Reynolds stress and the flow shear.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
properties which should be satisfied by linearized collision
operators such as conservation laws, adjointness relations,
and the H-theorem are shown. In Sec. III, approximate
electron-ion and ion-electron collision operators are exam-
ined about the validity of the properties shown in Sec. II.
This close examination is useful to present the linearized
model collision operators in Sec. IV, where the model opera-
tors are constructed such that the above-mentioned properties
are satisfied even when two particle species involved in col-
lisions have different background temperatures because of
their mass difference. In Sec. V, the gyrophase-averaged
form of the model collision operator is derived for applica-
tion to the gyrokinetic equation. Then, based on the
H-theorem satisfied by the collision operator, the entropy
balance in the gyrokinetic turbulence is investigated in Sec.
VI, where the balance among the entropy production associ-
ated with the turbulent particle and heat transport, the colli-
sional dissipation, and the nonlinear entropy transfer from
the nonzonal to zonal modes are discussed. Finally, conclu-
sions are given in Sec. VII.
II. PROPERTIES OF THE LINEARIZED COLLISION
OPERATOR
In this section, several properties satisfied by the linear-
ized Landau operator for collisions between species a and b
are given in such a way as to show explicitly what conditions
are satisfied by each of the test-particle part Cab
T fa
Cabfa , fb0 and the field-particle part CabF fb
Cabfa0 ,fb. Relations shown below hold in both cases of
a=b and ab.
Conservation of particles is separately satisfied by the
test- and field-particle parts as
 d3vCabT fa = d3vCabF fb = 0, 5
while the momentum conservation,
 d3vmavCabT fa + d3vmbvCbaF fa = 0, 6
and the energy conservation,
 d3v 12mav2CabT fa + d3v 12mbv2CbaF fa = 0, 7
hold when both parts are simultaneously included. Now,
from the Galilean invariance and spherical symmetry of the
collision operator, we have an identity, d3vmav
−uCabfaMv−u , fbMv−u=d3vmavCabfaMv , fbMv
=0, for an arbitrary vector u which is independent of v.
Then, taking the u→0 limit of the above identity and using
Eqs. 5 and 6, we can derive useful relations written as
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 d3vmavCabT faMmav/Ta
= d3vmbvCbaT fbMmbv/Tb
= − d3vmavCabF fbMmbv/Tb
= − d3vmbvCbaF faMmav/Ta . 8
It should be noted that Eq. 8 is satisfied even when TaTb.
The adjointness relations for the test- and field-particle
collision operators are given by
 d3v fafaM CabT ga = d3vgafaM CabT fa ,
9
Ta d3v fafaM CabF fb = Tb d3v fbfbM CbaF fa .
As shown by Rosenbluth, Hazeltine, and Hinton,14 the solu-
tion of the linearized drift kinetic equation with the collision
term satisfying the adjoint relations in Eq. 9 can be ob-
tained from the variational principle for any collisional re-
gime. Besides, the Onsager symmetry of the classical and
neoclassical transport matrices is derived from the adjoint
relations.3,4,6,15,16 From the facts mentioned above, the ad-
jointness relations in Eq. 9 are important and useful espe-
cially for treating the problems of collisional transport cor-
rectly.
The H-theorem is written as
Ta d3v fafaM CabT fa + CabF fb
+ Tb d3v fbfbM CbaT fb + CbaF fa 0. 10
In Eq. 10, the equality is satisfied only when
fa = faMna
na
+
ma
Ta
ua · v +
Ta
Ta
mav22Ta − 32
 ,
11
fb = fbMnb
nb
+
mb
Tb
ub · v +
Tb
Tb
mbv22Tb − 32
 ,
where ua=ub and Ta /Ta=Tb /Tb. The H-theorem shown in
Eqs. 10 and 11 describes irreversible or dissipative nature
of collisions which cause the distribution function to asymp-
totically approach the local equilibrium state. From the view-
point of kinetic simulation to evaluate plasma transport in the
steady turbulence, the H-theorem is useful in that it gives the
basis of a necessary damping mechanism for the turbulent
distribution function which is driven away from the equilib-
rium by instabilities.
Strictly speaking, the adjointness relations and the
H-theorem described by Eqs. 9–11 are satisfied by the
linearized Landau collision operator only for the case of
Ta=Tb. As seen from the case of collisions between electrons
and ions in Sec. III, when TaTb and ma	mb, the adjoint-
ness relations written in Eq. 9 are valid up to the lowest
order of the expansion in ma /mb1/2. On the other hand,
when mamb, the test-particle part Cab
T of the Landau colli-
sion operator shown in Eq. 2 contains the term proportional
to 1−Tb /Ta that gives an error to the first adjointness rela-
tion in Eq. 9 and the H-theorem in Eq. 10. The magnitude
of this error in Ca
T does not decrease as mb /ma decreases.
However, the relative magnitude of the error in the sum of
the collision operators Caa
T fa+CabT fa are of the order
of nb /naeb /ea2mb /ma1/21−Tb /Ta. Therefore, when
mb /ma1/21−Tb /Ta is small enough, the term contained in
Cab
T fa, which breaks the relations in Eqs. 9 and 10, can
be neglected without influencing the solution fa of the col-
lisional kinetic equation. Furthermore, we find from Eq. 8
that, even for TaTb, the adjointness relations in Eq. 9 and
the H-theorem written in Eqs. 10 and 11 are all valid for
an arbitrary mass ratio ma /mb, when fa, fb, ga, and gb
are given in the shifted Maxwellian form, fsMns /n0
+ ms /Tsus ·v s=a , b.
III. ELECTRON-ION AND ION-ELECTRON COLLISION
OPERATORS
It is instructive to revisit the approximate operators for
electron-ion and ion-electron collisions here before proceed-
ing to the next section where we consider model collision
operators for general cases of collisions between different
species. The collisional exchange of energy between elec-
trons and ions occurs slowly because of the small electron-
ion mass ratio me /mi	1. Therefore, the equilibrium electron
and ion distribution functions generally can be assumed to
take the Maxwellian forms with different temperatures,
TeTi. The approximate electron-ion and ion-electron colli-
sion operators6,14 are obtained by using me /mi1/2 as an ex-
pansion parameter.
For electron-ion collisions, we can still neglect
CeifeM , f iM. The linearized electron-ion collision operator is
given by
Cei
L fe,f i = CeiT fe + CeiF f i , 12
where the test- and field-particle collision parts are written as
Cei
T fe = DeiLfe,
13
Cei
F f i = Dei
me
Te
uif i · vfeM ,
where uif ini−1d3vf iv represents the ion flow velocity.
On the right-hand side of Eq. 13 shown are the lowest-
order terms in the expansion with respect to me /mi1/2. The
neglected terms there are smaller by the factor of me /mi1/2
than the lowest-order terms.
Using me /mi	1, the ion-electron collision operator can
also be expressed in the simplified form,
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Cief i, fe = −
Fei · v
niTi
f iM +
1
ei
neme
nimi

v
· v − uif i + Te
mi
 f i
v


= Cief iM, feM + CieL f i,fe + Of i2 , 14
where Fei−d3vfeDeivmev+nemeui /ei represents the
electron-ion collisional friction force and
Cief iM, feM =
2f iM
ei
neme
nimi
TeTi − 1xi2 − 32 15
describes the slow collisional energy exchange between ions
and electrons. Here, xi
2miv2 /2Ti. The linearized ion-
electron collision operator is derived from Eq. 14 as
Cie
L f i,fe = CieT f i + CieF fe , 16
where the test- and field-particle collision parts are written as
Cie
T f i =
1
ei
neme
nimi
Te
mi

v
·  f iM v f if iM
+ 1 − TeTi  v · f iv
 17
and
Cie
F fe =
f iMv
niTi
· d3vfeDeivmev , 18
respectively. In the first line of Eq. 14, the
me /mi1/2-expansion is used and the neglected terms are
smaller by the factor of me /mi1/2 than the explicitly shown
terms. Substituting f i= f i0+f i there and noting that
ui=uif i is the first-order quantity in f i, we find that
−1 /eineme /nimi /v · uif i becomes the second-order
quantity, Of i2, as shown at the end of Eq. 14.
It is easy to verify that the electron-ion and ion-electron
collision operators given by Eqs. 13, 17, and 18 satisfy
particle and momentum conservation laws, Eqs. 5 and 6.
As for the energy conservation laws, these approximate op-
erators in Eqs. 13, 17, and 18 satisfy Eq. 7 for the case
of a ,b= e , i but break Eq. 7 for a ,b= i ,e as seen
from the fact that d3v1 /2miv2Cie
T f i=−3 /ei

neme /nimid3vf imiv2 /3−Te 0 generally and
d3v1 /2mev2Cei
F f i=0 are derived from using CieT f i in
Eq. 17 and Cei
F f i in Eq. 13, respectively. We note that
Eqs. 13 and 17 both contain the only leading-order terms
of in the me /mi1/2-expansion although these terms describe
collisional processes on different time scales. The collisional
energy exchange between ions and electrons described by
Eq. 17 occurs on a much-longer time scale mi /meei than
the scale of the electron-ion collision time ei treated by Eq.
13. Therefore, in order to recover the energy conservation
in this slow process, we need to keep higher-order terms
neglected by Cei
F f i in Eq. 13.
Regarding the adjointness relations given in Eq. 9, they
hold for the operators Cei
T
, Cei
F
, and Cie
F defined by Eqs. 13
and 18, although the test-particle operator Cie
T defined in
Eq. 17 does not satisfy Eq. 9 when TiTe. Since Cie
T is
necessary for the collisional momentum conservation, it can-
not be simply neglected. In the neoclassical transport theory
by Rosenbluth, Hazeltine, and Hinton,14 only the first term
−Fei ·v /niTif iM of the first line in Eq. 14 is kept in Cie.
This corresponds to replacing Cie
T with its momentum-
transfer part, C˜ ie
T f i−neme /niTieiuif i ·vf iM. Since
this approximate test-particle operator for ion-electron colli-
sions is self-adjoint even for TiTe, the variational method
based on the self-adjoint properties can be applied to calcu-
lation of the neoclassical transport coefficients. We should
note that the terms neglected in reducing Cie
T to C˜ ie
T have the
magnitude of the same order as C˜ ie
T although they are smaller
than Cii by the factor of me /mi1/2.
In the rest of this section, we consider an improved ap-
proximation of Cie
T in Eq. 17 by keeping the whole energy-
diffusion term and replacing the last term proportional to
1−Te /Ti on the right-hand side of Eq. 17 with
−
faM
ei
neme
nimi
1 − TeTi miTi uif i · v
+ 2nif i
ni
+
Tif i
Ti
xi2 − 32 , 19
which conserves the particle number and gives the same
transfer rates of momentum and energy as the original term.
Here, nif id3vf i, uif ini−1d3vf iv, and
Tif i /Tini−1d3vf ivmiv2 /3Ti−1. Now, the new test-
particle operator Cie
TS for ion-electron collisions is given by
Cie
TSf i
=
1
ei
neme
nimi
Te
mi

v
·  f iM v f if iM
− f iM1 − TeTi miTi uif i · v + 2Tif iTi xi2 − 32
 ,
20
where Cie
T f iMnif i /ni is subtracted from CieT f i in order
to guarantee that Cie
TSf i vanishes when f i takes the Max-
wellian form, f i= nif i /nif iM. The energy-diffusion is
still retained in Eq. 20 and Cie
TS coincides with Cie
T if Ti=Te.
Now, it is important to note that Cie
TS satisfies the
self-adjointness condition, d3vg / f iMCieTSh=d3vh / f iM

CieTSg, as the aforementioned approximate test-particle
operator C˜ ie
T f i−neme /niTieiuif i ·vf iM does. This
self-adjointness of CieTS is more evidently seen when we re-
write Eq. 20 as
Cie
TSf i =
1
ei
neme
nimi
Te
mi
Qie

v
·  f iM vQief if iM  , 21
where the operator Qie is defined by
Qieg  g + Ti/Te1/2 − 1P1ig + P2ig . 22
Here, g is an arbitrary function of v. The projection operators
P1i and P2i are defined by
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P1ig  f iM
mi
Ti
uig · v ,
23
P2ig  f iM
Tig
Ti
xi2 − 32 ,
where uigni
−1d3vf iv, and Tig /Tini−1d3vmiv2 /
3Ti−1gv. These projection operators satisfy the condi-
tions, P1i2=P1i, P2i2=P2i, and P1iP2i=P2iP1i=0. We
easily find that P1i, P2i, Qie, and accordingly CieTS are self-
adjoint adjoint operators. Then, we can also show
 d3 f if iM CieTSf i
= −
1
ei
neme
nimi
Te
mi
 d3vf iM vQief if iM 
2
 0, 24
which is a desirable condition corresponding to a limited
version of the H-theorem shown in Eq. 10. The necessary
and sufficient condition for d3f i / f iMCieTSf i=0 is given
by f i= f iMnif i /ni.
The self-adjoint test-particle operator for ion-electron
collisions shown in Eq. 21 becomes a useful reference for
the next section, where we present the model collision op-
erators which satisfy the adjointness properties as well as the
conservation laws even for collisions between different spe-
cies with unequal temperatures.
IV. LINEARIZED MODEL COLLISION OPERATORS
We now consider the linearized collision operator for
collisions between species a and b,
Cab
L fa,fb = CabT fa + CabF fb . 25
Here, species a and b are allowed to have different tempera-
tures, TaTb, when the difference between ma and mb is
large as in the case of the electron-ion or ion-electron colli-
sions. When TaTb, the rigorous test-particle operator given
by Eq. 2 contains the part proportional to 1−Tb /Ta,
which breaks the self-adjointness. Then, as explained in the
previous section, we aim to reduce the test-particle operator
to the form for which the self-adjointness is recovered.
We now follow the way similar to the one in deriving the
self-adjoint operator CieTS from CieT , and modify the test-
particle operator Cab
T into the self-adjoint form,
Cab
T fa = QabCabT0Qabfa. 26
Here, Cab
T0 is given by
Cab
T0g  D
abLg + Cvabg , 27
where L and Cvab are defined in Eqs. 3 and 4, respectively,
and g represents an arbitrary function of v. The operator Qab
is defined by
Qabg  g + ab − 1P1ag + P2ag , 28
where the dimensionless parameter ab is given by
ab  Ta
1
ma
+
1
mb

 Ta
ma
+
Tb
mb
 
1/2
. 29
The projection operators P1a and P2a are defined by
P1ag  faM
ma
Ta
uag · v ,
30
P2ag  faM
Tag
Ta
xa2 − 32 ,
where uagna
−1d3vfav, Tag /Tana−1d3vmav2 /3Ta
−1gv, and xa
2mav2 /2Ta. These projection operators sat-
isfy the conditions, P1a2=P1a, P2a2=P2a, and P1aP2a
=P2aP1a=0.
The definition of ab is such that Eq. 26 gives exactly
the same value of d3vmavCab
T faMmav /Ta as Eq. 2 does
see Eqs. 8 and 40. When Ta=Tb, Eq. 26 coincides
with Eq. 2 because ab=1 and Qabg=g for that case.
We see that, even if TaTb, the operator Cvab satisfies
the self-adjointness condition, d3vg / faMCvabh
=d3vh / faMCvabg, as L does. Moreover, Pab, Qab, CabT0,
and Cab
T given by Eq. 26 are self-adjoint, too.
Equation 26 can be rewritten as
Cab
T fa = CabT0fa + ab − 1PaCabT0fa + CabT0Pafa
+ ab − 12PaCabT0Pafa, 31
where PaP1a+P2a,
PaCabT0fa = faMmaTa v · 1na d3v fafaM CabT0faMv
+ xa2 − 32 1na d3v fafaM 23CabT0faMxa2
 ,
Cab
T0Pafa =
ma
Ta
uafa · CabT0faMv +
Tafa
Ta
Cab
T0faMxa2 ,
32
PaCabT0Pafa = faMmaTa uafa · v 1na d3vmav3Ta · CabT0faMv
+
Tafa
Ta
xa2 − 32 1na d3v23xa2CabT0faMxa2
 .
For evaluating Eq. 32, we use
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Cab
T0faMv = − 1 + ab2 faM	abxa2v
= −
3
4
1 + ab
2 
faMv
ab
2Gabxa
xa
,
Cab
T0faMxa2 = CvabfaMxa2
=
1
xa
2
d
dxa
	abx5faM
= −
3
4ab
faM
2
ab
2 xa
abxa
− abxa1 + ab
2 abxa ,
33
1
na
 d3vmav3Ta · CabT0faMv = − abab1 + ab2 1/2 ,
1
na
 d3v23xa2CabT0faMxa2 = − 2abab1 + ab2 3/2 ,
and abvTa /vTb.
In the case of mamb, which corresponds to ab	1, we
have abTa /Tb1/2, D
ab	ababab
−1xa
−2
, Cab
T0faMv
−abab
−1faMv, and CabT0faMxa2−2abab−1faMxa2−3 /2.
Then, Eq. 31 reduces to
Cab
T fa =
1
ba
nbmb
nama
 Tb
ma

v
·  faM v fafaM
− faM1 − TbTamaTa uafa · v
+ 2
Tafa
Ta
xa2 − 32
 for ma  mb , 34
which coincides with Eq. 20 for the case of ion-electron
collisions. In the opposite case of ma	mb or ab1, we
have ab1 and D
ab	
ab
. Then, Eq. 26 is approximated
by Cab
T faDabLfa, which agrees with Eq. 13 for the
case of electron-ion collisions. Thus, the test-particle opera-
tor given by Eq. 26 or Eq. 31 smoothly covers both
ranges of the mass ratio, ma /mb1 and ma /mb	1.
Now that the self-adjoint test-particle collision operator
has been obtained as shown in Eq. 26 or Eq. 31, we
proceed to construct the model field-particle collision opera-
tor Cab
F such that the conservation laws in Eqs. 5–7 and
the adjointness relations in Eq. 9 are satisfied. The resulting
expression for Cab
F is given by
Cab
F fb = − Vabfb · CabT faMmav/Ta
− WabfbCabT faMxa2 , 35
respectively, where
Cab
T faMmav/Ta = − ab1 + ab2 
faM
ab
mav
Ta

 34 2Gabxaxa + abab − 11 + ab2 3/2 
 ,
36
Cab
T faMxa2 = − ab
faM
ab
34 2ab2 xa

abxa − abxaabxa1 + ab
2 
+
2abab − 1
1 + ab
2 3/2
xa2 − 32
 , 37
Vabfb 
Tb
ab
 d3v fbfbM CbaT fbMmbv/Tb , 38
and
Wabfb 
Tb
ab
 d3v fbfbM CbaT fbMxb2 . 39
In Eqs. 38 and 39,
ab  Ta d3vmav	/TaCabT faMmav	/Ta
= −
nama
ab
ab
1 + ab
2 3/2
TaTb + ab2 
= −
16
3
nanbea
2eb
2 ln 
vTa
2 + vTb
2 3/2
 1
ma
+
1
mb
 40
and
ab  Ta d3vxa2CabT faMxa2
= −
naTa
ab
3ab
1 + ab
2 5/2
TaTb + ab2 
= − 8 ln nanbea
2eb
2vTa
2 vTb
2
vTa
2 + vTb
2 5/2
 1
ma
+
1
mb
 41
are used. We see ab=ba and ab=ba from Eqs. 40 and
41, respectively.
It can be easily verified that the test-particle operator Cab
T
and the field-particle Cab
F defined in Eqs. 26 and 35 obey
conservation laws for particles, momentum, and energy writ-
ten in Eqs. 5–7. In addition, as shown in Appendix A, CabT
and Cab
F satisfy the adjointness relations and the H-theorem
given in Eqs. 9–11. We find in Appendix A that the model
linearized collision operator Cab
L fa ,fb=CabT fa
+Cab
L fb vanishes if and only if fa and fb take the per-
turbed Maxwellian form in Eq. 11 with ua=ub and
Ta /Ta=Tb /Tb.
For the case of a ,b= e , i, the model collision opera-
tors given in Eqs. 26 and 35 coincide with the corre-
sponding electron-ion collision operators in Eq. 13 to the
lowest order in me /mi1/2, although the former operators
also contain higher-order terms such as the electron energy
diffusion term. For a ,b= i ,e, the test-particle operator in
Eq. 26 reduces to Eq. 20 as mentioned previously.
When Ta=Tb, Eq. 26 represents the exact Landau test-
particle collision operator. Especially, for collisions between
particles of the same species a=b, the combination of Eqs.
26 and 35 gives the same linearized model collision op-
erator given in Refs. 7–9.
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V. COLLISION OPERATORS FOR GYROKINETIC
EQUATIONS
In this section, for the purpose of application to the gy-
rokinetic equation, we derive the gyrophase-averaged form
of the linearized model collision operator presented in the
previous section. In the gyrokinetic theory, fluctuations with
short wavelengths in the directions perpendicular to the mag-
netic field B are treated. The perturbed particle distribution
function is represented by fa=kfak expiSkx,
where the eikonal Sk describes the rapid perpendicular
variation and its gradient gives the perpendicular wavenum-
ber vector k=Sk.
24 We should note that the amplitude
fak for the wavenumber vector k still has a slow depen-
dence on the particle position x and it is divided into the
adiabatic and nonadiabatic parts as
fak = −
eak
Ta
faM + hake−ik·a. 42
Here, hak represents the nonadiabatic part of the distribution
function, which is independent of the gyrophase, and the
gyroradius vector ab
v /a contains the gyrophase de-
pendence, where bB and aeaB /mac denote the unit
vector parallel to the magnetic field and the gyrofrequency,
respectively. The gyrophase  is defined by the angle of the
direction of the perpendicular velocity v or the gyroradius
vector a around the magnetic field line. Using the gyroki-
netic ordering in terms of the small parameter a /L where L
is a gradient scale length of a macroscopic variable such as
the equilibrium pressure, the gyrokinetic equation5 for hak
is derived from the Boltzmann equation as
 
t
+ v	b · + iE + Da
hak
=
ea
Ta
faM t + iE + aT 
ak
+
c
B 
k +k =k
b · k 
 k ak hak + b Cab
GK
,
43
where Ek · cE
b /B, Dak · cb /eaB
 B
+mav	
2b ·b, a
T a1+axa
2
−3 /2, a
k · cTab /eaB
 ln na, and ad ln Ta /d ln na. Here,
hak is regarded as a function of time t and phase-space
variables x, wmav2 /2, and mav
2 /2B. The gyrophase-
averaged potential ak for the turbulent electromagnetic
fields is defined in terms of the electrostatic potential k
and the vector potential Ak by
ak  d2eik·ak − vc · Ak
= J0 kv
a
k − v	c A	k + J1 kva vc
B	k
k
,
44
where A	kb ·Ak and B	k ib · k
Ak. The gyroki-
netic collision term C
ab
GK is defined by taking the gyrophase
average of the linearized collision term as7,25,26
Cab
GK   d2eik·aCabL fak,fbk . 45
Since the gyrokinetic equation shown in Eq. 43 describes
the fluctuation part with the perpendicular wavenumber vec-
tor k, the equilibrium part of the collision term
CabfaM , fbM 0 for TaTb does not appear in Eq. 45.
Using Eqs. 31 and 35, C
ab
GK is written as the sum of
the test- and field-particle collision parts,
Cab
GK
= Cab
TGK + Cab
FGK
. 46
The test-particle part is given by
Cab
TGK
= d2eik·aCabT e−ik·ahak
= d2eik·aCabT0e−ik·ahak
+ ab − 1 d2eik·aPaCabT0e−ik·ahak
+ ab − 1 d2eik·aCabT0Pae−ik·ahak
+ ab − 12 d2eik·aPaCabT0Pae−ik·ahak ,
47
where the first term on the right-hand side is given by
 d2eik·aCabT0e−ik·ahak
= D
abvLhak +
1
v2

v
	abv2 v4faM vhakfaM 

− hak
k
2
4a
D
abv2v	2 + v
2  + 	abvv
2  . 48
The other terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 47 are rewrit-
ten by using
 d2eik·aPaCabT0e−ik·ahak
=
faM
na
J0v	 d3vJ0hakfaM CabT0faMmav	/Ta
+ J1v d3vJ1hakfaM vv	 CabT0faMmav	/Ta
+ J0xa2 − 32 d3vJ0hakfaM 23CabT0faMxa2
 , 49
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 d2eik·aCabT0Pae−ik·ahak
= J0Cab
T0faMmav	/Tana−1 d3vJ0hakv	
+ J1
v
v	
Cab
T0faMmav	/Tana−1 d3vJ1hakv
+ J0Cab
T0faMxa2na−1 d3vJ0hak23xa2 − 32 , 50
and
 d2eik·aPaCabT0Pae−ik·ahak
= −
faM
naab
ab
1 + ab
2 1/2maTa J0v	 d3vJ0hakv	
+ J1v d3vJ1hakv + 2J01 + ab2 xa2 − 32

 d3vJ0hak23xa2 − 32
 , 51
where Cab
T0faMmav	 /Ta and CabT0faMxa2 are evaluated from
Eq. 33 and the Bessel functions J0=J0kv /a and J1
=J1kv /a are used. The field-particle part of the gyro-
kinetic collision operator is given by
Cab
FGK
= d2eik·aCabF e−ik·bhbk
= −
Tb
ab
Cab
T faMmav	/TaJ0 d3vJ0hbkfbM

 Cba
T fbMmbv	/Tb + J1
v
v	
 d3vJ1hbkfbM


v
v	
Cba
T fbMmbv	/Tb
 − TbabJ0CabT faMxa2

 d3vJ0hbkfbM CbaT fbMxb2 , 52
where Cab
T faMmav	 /Ta and CabT faMxa2 on the right-hand
side are evaluated by using Eqs. 36 and 37.
VI. ENTROPY BALANCES IN GYROKINETIC
ELECTROMAGNETIC TURBULENCE
We now derive several relations among the entropy vari-
able associated with the turbulent distribution functions, the
energy of electromagnetic fluctuations, the turbulent particle
and heat transport, and the collisional dissipation in gyroki-
netic turbulence. Here, the H-theorem shown in Eq. 10
guarantees the positive collisional dissipation which balances
with the finite turbulent transport driven by the thermody-
namic gradient forces in the steady turbulent state.
The difference SaSaM − Saensemble between the mac-
roscopic entropy density SaM −d3vfaM log faM and the
ensemble-averaged or statistically averaged microscopic
entropy density Samensemble−d3vfaM +falogfaM
+faensemble is given by27
Sa = 
k
 d3v fak22faM ensemble, 53
where terms of higher order than Ofa2 are neglected. As
seen from Eq. 53, our definition of SaSaM − Saensemble
is such that Sa never becomes negative. The relation among
SaM, Saensemble, and Sa is schematically shown in Fig. 1,
where the abscissa and ordinate represent the ensemble or
the functional space of fa faM +fa and the entropy den-
sity, respectively. The average value Saensemble of the micro-
scopic entropy density never exceeds the entropy density SaM
in the equilibrium state.
Using Eq. 42, the contribution from the turbulent fluc-
tuation with the wave number vector k to Sa is written as
 d3v fak22faM = d3v
hak
2
2faM
−
naea
2
2Ta
2 k
2
−
ea
Ta
Rek
 nak , 54
where Re¯  and ¯  represent the real part and the com-
plex conjugate, respectively, and the perturbed density na is
defined by nad3vfa. We find from Eq. 54 that the
turbulent entropy variable is given by d3vfak2 /2faM
= naea
2 /2Ta
2k
2 in the case of the completely adiabatic
response, for which hak=0 and nak=naeak /Ta. This
expression of the squared electrostatic potential is often seen
for electrons in the studies of the ion temperature gradient
ITG mode28 where adiabatic electrons are assumed. Be-
sides, as shown in Appendix B, Eq. 54 can be given in
another form to show separately the contribution from the
polarization part of the distribution function. Using Eq. 42
and noting that hak is independent of the gyrophase, we
obtain
FIG. 1. The relation among the entropy variables SaM, Saensemble, and Sa.
The abscissa represents the ensemble or the functional space of fa faM
+fa. The microscopic entropy density Sam−d3vfaM +falogfaM
+fa is delineated by a curved line.
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 d3v fak22faM v	 = − naeaTa Rek u	ak + d3v
hak
2
2faM
v	 ,
55
 d3v fak22faM v = − naeaTa Rek uak ,
which are related to the turbulent transport of Sa. Here, the
perpendicular flow velocity uak is defined by
uak  na
−1 d3vfakv
= − ik
 b/kna
−1 d3vJ1kv/ahakv.
Hereafter, we consider turbulence in magnetically con-
fined plasmas, in which equilibrium magnetic field lines
form toroidal nested surfaces. We also neglect the temporal
variation of the equilibrium density na and temperature Ta
or the equilibrium distribution function faM as higher-order
terms with respective to the gyroradius parameter while we
still keep the time derivative terms of the ensemble average
of squared fluctuations such as  /td3vhak
2 /
2faMensemble in the several forms of entropy balance equa-
tions shown below, which are useful for monitoring the ac-
curacy of gyrokinetic turbulence simulations. Now, from the
gyrokinetic equation shown in Eq. 43, we obtain18

tk  d3v
hak
2
2faM 
= Ja1
A Xa1
A + Ja2
A Xa2
A + Ja3
A Xa3
A
+ 
k
Re d3vfakfaM b CabL fak,fbk ,
56
where ¯  represents a double average over the magnetic
flux surface and the ensemble. Here, the thermodynamic gra-
dient forces
Xa1
A
,Xa2
A   −  ln pa
s
−
ea
Ta

s
,−
 ln Ta
s

 57
make conjugate pairs with Ja1A and Ja2A which represent the
surface-averaged radial fluxes of particles and heat defined
by18
Ja1
A
,Ja2
A   aA, qaATa

 Re d3v1,xa2 − 52



k
hak
 − i cBakk
 b · s , 58
where s denotes an arbitrary radial coordinate to label flux
surfaces and the gyrophase-averaged electromagnetic poten-
tial ak is defined by Eq. 44. Appendix C shows the gy-
rokinetic Maxwell equations which govern the turbulent
electromagnetic fields. Combining Eqs. C4 and C5 in Ap-
pendix C and the definition in Eq. 58, we find that the
turbulent radial particle fluxes Ja1
A satisfy the ambipolarity
condition,

a
eaJa1
A
= 0. 59
In Eq. 56, Xa3A 1 /Ta is the inverse temperature while Ja3A is
related to the turbulent heat exchange and written as
Ja3
A  ea
k
Re d3vhak akt 
= −

tTak  d3v fak
2
− hak
2
2faM 

− 
k
 · Ta d3v fak22faM v

+ eana
k
Reuak

· Ek
3 , 60
where the detailed expression to define uak

·Ek
3 is
given by Eq. C8 in Appendix C.
Equation 56 gives one of the entropy balance equa-
tions. Its left-hand side represents the variation rate of the
nonadiabatic part of the turbulent entropy density while the
right-hand side consists of the source part in the inner-
product form J ·X and the sink part due to the collisional
dissipation. Using Eq. 60, Eq. 56 is rewritten in another
form of the turbulent entropy balance equation,

tk  d3v
fak2
2faM  + k  ·  d3v
fak2
2faM
v

− 
k
Re d3vfakfaM b CabL fak,fbk
= Ja1
A Xa1
A + Ja2
anomXa2
A +
eana
Ta

k
Reuak

· Ek
3 ,
61
where Ja2
anomqa
anom /Ta is given from Ja2
A by the relation18
Ja2
anom 
qa
anom
Ta
= Ja2
A + 
k
 d3v fak22faM v · s . 62
Using Eqs. C10 and 62, we find

a
TaJa2
A
= 
a
TaJa2
anom + 
k
c
4
ReEk
 
 Bk · s ,
63
which shows that aTaJa2
A is equal to the sum of the turbulent
heat flux aTaJa2
anom
=aqa
anom and the Poynting flux due to
the turbulent electromagnetic fields. Using Eq. C9, C10,
and 60, we find
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
a
Ja3
A
= −

tk
Ta d3v fak2 − hak22faM 
+
1
8
Ek
2 + Bk
2
 , 64
which implies aJa3
A
=0 in the steady turbulence state. From
Eqs. C9, C10, and 61, we obtain

tk a Ta d3v fak
2
2faM  + 18 Ek2 + Bk2

= 
a
TaJa1
A Xa1
A + Ja2
A Xa2
A 
+ 
k

a,b
Ta d3vfakfaM CabL fak,fbk . 65
The above entropy balance equation can be used to examine
the accuracy of gyrokinetic turbulence simulation. On the
left-hand side of Eq. 65, the magnitude of the electric field
energy term is evaluated as k
2 D
2 D is the Debye length
times the adiabatic portion included in the first term. Thus,
the electric field energy term vanishes in the case of k
2 D
2
	1 where the quasineutrality condition is used instead of
Poisson’s equation. For the electrostatic turbulence, the mag-
netic energy term disappears, too. The simplified version of
Eq. 65 for the electrostatic toroidal ITG turbulence was
used for testing the phase-space resolution in simulation
studies in Refs. 29 and 30, where the turbulent ion entropy
density was expressed by using Eq. B3. As pointed out by
Krommes and Hu17 in the discussion of entropy paradox, Eq.
65 implies that, without collisions, the turbulent entropy
variable included in the left-hand side of Eq. 65 monotoni-
cally increases in the presence of the stationary turbulent
transport fluxes Jaj
A combined with the gradient forces Xaj
j=1,2. In fact, this was verified in the collisionless slab
ITG turbulence simulation,31,32 where the finite turbulent
heat flux was found to continuously generate fine structures
in the velocity-space distribution function through the phase-
mixing entropy-cascade process that leads to the monotonic
increase in the entropy variable. The sum of the turbulent
entropy and electromagnetic energy quantities appearing on
the left-hand side of Eq. 65 was called the generalized en-
ergy by Schekochihin et al.25 who used it to investigate tur-
bulent cascades in astrophysical plasmas.
We now define zonal modes as fluctuations which have
the wave number vectors in the direction perpendicular to
flux surfaces, k=kss. It is important to note that the zonal
modes never contribute to the radial transport fluxes Ja1
A and
Ja2
A as seen from Eq. 58. Then, we divide the summation
over wave number vectors into regions of zonal and non-
zonal modes,

k
= 
kZ
+ 
kNZ
, 66
where Z and NZ represent zonal and nonzonal modes,
respectively. Now, Eq. 65 is divided into nonzonal and
zonal parts as

t kNZ a Ta d3v fak
2
2faM  + 18 Ek2 + Bk2

= 
a
TaJa1
A Xa1
A + Ja2
A Xa2
A  − TNZ → Z
+ 
kNZ

a,b
Ta d3vfakfaM CabL fak,fbk , 67
and

t kZ a Ta d3v fak
2
2faM  + 18 Ek2 + Bk2

= TNZ → Z + 
kZ

a,b
Ta

  d3vfakfaM CabL fak,fbk , 68
respectively. Equations 67 and 68 are derived in the same
way as Eq. 65. Multiplying the gyrokinetic equation, Eq.
43, by hak
 / faM, taking its real part, summing it up over
wavenumber vectors k for nonzonal or zonal modes, and
using Eqs. 62, C9, and C10 yield Eq. 67 or Eq. 68 .
We should note that the source terms given by the product of
the fluxes Jaj
A and Xaj
A j=1,2 appear in Eq. 67 while they
do not in Eq. 68. Here, TNZ→Z is obtained from the
nonlinear term in Eq. 43 through the above-mentioned deri-
vation processes and it represents the nonlinear entropy
transfer from the nonzonal modes to the zonal modes, which
is expressed by
TNZ → Z
 
a
Ta cB kZ k NZ k NZ k +k ,k

 b · k 
 k  d3v 1faM Reak hak hak  .
69
In the steady turbulence, we find from Eq. 68 that
TNZ→Z0 because of the H-theorem shown in Eq. 10.
Thus, we see from Eq. 67 that the zonal modes tend to
regulate the amplitudes of the nonzonal modes and the tur-
bulent transport. When zonal flows become unstable to the
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, the free energy or entropy
can be transferred from the zonal modes to the nonzonal
modes.33 For this case, both of the entropy transfer term
TNZ→Z and the collisional dissipation term on the right-
hand side of Eq. 68 are negative and the system is not in
the steady state but in the transient state where the total
squared amplitudes of the zonal modes should decrease tem-
porarily according to Eq. 68.
Balance equations for energylike variables, which are
similar to Eqs. 67 and 68, are found in Refs. 34–36 based
on fluid models where the product of the Reynolds stress and
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the background flow shear plays a role of TNZ→Z in the
turbulence regulation. If a simple approximation hik
nik
h /n0f iM is used, nik
h
= n0e /Tik+ne1
+k
2 ti
2 /2 is obtained for small wave numbers k
2 ti
2	1
tiTi /mi /i from the quasineutrality condition in the
case of a plasma consisting of electrons and a single species
of ions with charge ei=+e. The perturbed electron density is
approximately given by the Boltzmann relation ne
=n0ek /Te for the electrostatic drift wave turbulence. In the
case of cold ions Ti	Te, ne is neglected in the quasineu-
trality condition and nik
h /n0e /Tik1+k
2 ti
2 /2 is used
to derive
TNZ → Z  n0mic32B3 kZ k NZ k NZ k +k ,k

 b · k 
 k k 2 − k 2

Rek

k

k
 
=  
kZ

k NZ

k NZ
k
 +k ,k

 RevEk

vEk

:ikvEk
 , 70
where vEk−ic /Bkk
b represents the E
B drift
velocity for the wave number vector k. Equation 70 rep-
resents the product of the Reynolds stress due to the non-
zonal E
B flows and the zonal E
B flow shear. Besides,
the turbulent entropy density d3vfak2 / 2faM and the
collisional dissipation terms in Eqs. 67 and 68 can be
represented by the squares of the perturbed fluid variables
such as the density, flow, and temperature fluctuations if we
use a truncated expression of the distribution function in
terms of the velocity-moment expansion as shown in Ref. 37.
Thus, the balance equations obtained from fluid models,
which represent the interaction between the turbulent non-
zonal fluctuations and shear or zonal flows, can be re-
garded as an appropriate fluid limit of Eqs. 67 and 68.
The variation of the macroscopic entropy density SaM
−d3vfaM ln faM is determined by the classical, neoclassi-
cal, and turbulent transport as shown in Ref. 18, where the
variation rate of SaM due to all transport processes was de-
rived. Here, retaining only the contribution of the turbulent
transport, the balance equation for the macroscopic entropy
density is written as
SaM
t
=

t
Sam + Sa
= −
1
V

s
VSaM
na
Ja1
A + Ja2
anom
 + Ja1A Xa1A + Ja2anomXa2A
+
eana
Ta

k
Reuak

· Ek
3 , 71
where VdVs /ds and Vs is the volume enclosed by the
flux surface with the label s. Here, SaM is regarded as a
flux-surface function because, to the lowest order, na and Ta
are so, too. The contributions from the classical and neoclas-
sical transport fluxes of particles and heat, which are omitted
in Eq. 71, can be found in Ref. 18. Now, based on Eqs.
67, 68, 71, C9, and C10, the entropy balances are
schematically summarized in Fig. 2, where the entropy and
electromagnetic energy quantities are represented bybounded
regions and the transfer terms in the entropy balance equa-
tions are delineated by arrows. Table I shows in detail what
quantities the bounded regions and the arrows in Fig. 2 rep-
resent. For example, the arrow W denotes the entropy trans-
fer TNZ→Z from the nonzonal to zonal modes defined in
Eq. 69. A combination of the regions TDSNZ, TDSZ, and
TDSm gives aTaSaM. In the steady state, the entropy pro-
duction the arrow JX due to the transport fluxes under the
thermodynamic gradient forces balances with the collisional
dissipation CNZ and CZ, which finally equals the loss D
due to the divergence of the entropy flow. Note that the zonal
TABLE I. Quantities represented by bounded regions and arrows in Fig. 2.
Region Quantity
TSm −aTad3vfaM +falogfaM +fa
TDSNZ kNZaTad
3vfak2 /2faM
TDSZ kZaTad
3vfak2 /2faM
EMNZ kNZEk
2+ Bk
2 /8
EMZ kZEk
2+ Bk
2 /8
Arrow Quantity
JX aTaJa1
A Xa1
A +Ja2
A Xa2
A 
W TNZ→Z Eq. 69
CNZ −kNZa,bTad
3vfak
 / faMCabL fak ,fbk
CZ −kZa,bTad
3vfak
 / faMCabL fak ,fbk
D aTa /V /sVSaM /naJa1
A +Ja2
A 
P −c /4V /sVE
B ·s
JENZ aeanakNZReuak

·Ek
3
JEZ aeanakZReuak

·Ek
3
FIG. 2. The diagram representing the entropy balance equations. The en-
tropy and electromagnetic energy quantities are represented by bounded
regions while the transfer terms in the entropy balance equations are delin-
eated by arrows. See Table I which shows in detail what quantities the
bounded regions and the arrows represent.
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modes make no contribution to the radial Poynting flux,
c /4kZReEk
 
Bk ·s=0, and therefore, in the
zonal-mode region, the Ohmic loss JEz should vanish when
the zonal electromagnetic energy EMz reaches the steady
state.
In the same manner as described above, the entropy bal-
ances for toroidal plasmas with large mean flows of the order
of the ion thermal velocity can be derived as shown in Refs.
38 and 39, where the extended version of the gyrokinetic
equation for rotating plasmas is used to define the toroidal
momentum transport as an additional transport flux conju-
gate to the toroidal flow shear that appears in the gyrokinetic
equation as a new thermodynamic force. For these systems
with large equilibrium flows, the large mean sheared flows
not zonal flows can be unstable to the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability and generate the turbulent entropy of nonzonal
modes. This process is described by the entropy production
term for nonzonal modes, which is written as the product of
the momentum transport and the flow shear in the entropy
balance equation.38,39
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the linearized model collision operator for
multiple-ion-species plasmas is presented, which is appli-
cable to the general case where the different species can have
different temperatures because of the mass difference. The
test- and field-particle collision parts of the model operator
are given by Eq. 26 or Eq. 31 and Eq. 35, respectively,
which satisfy conservation laws for particles, momentum,
and energy, the adjointness relations, and the H-theorem.
Since the adjointness relations hold, the linearized drift ki-
netic equation using the model collision operator can be
solved for any collisional regime based on the variational
principle, which is useful for calculating the neoclassical
transport coefficients. For the application to the gyrokinetic
equation, the test- and field-particle operators are represented
in the gyrophase-averaged form shown in Eqs. 47–52.
From the gyrokinetic equation with the collision term and the
Maxwell equations, several balance equations are derived for
the entropy density associated with the perturbed distribution
function, the energy of electromagnetic fluctuations, the tur-
bulent transport fluxes of particles and heat, and the colli-
sional dissipation of turbulence. In the steady turbulence, the
collisional dissipation balances with the entropy production
resulting from the turbulent particle and heat fluxes driven by
the thermodynamic gradient forces. Dividing the steady bal-
ance equation into the zonal and nonzonal mode parts illu-
minates the tendency of the zonal modes to regulate the tur-
bulence. The entropy produced by the turbulent transport
fluxes is dissipated in part by collisions in the nonzonal-
mode region and in part by those in the zonal-mode region
after the nonlinear entropy transfer from nonzonal to zonal
modes. We can expect the contribution of zonal modes to the
total collisional dissipation to increase in the case where
there exist high-amplitude zonal flows that reduce nonzonal-
mode amplitudes and turbulent transport fluxes.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF ADJOINTNESS RELATIONS
AND BOLTZMANN’S H-THEOREM
It is shown in this appendix that the test-particle operator
Cab
T and the field-particle operator Cab
F defined by Eqs. 26
and 35 obey the adjointness relations and Boltzmann’s
H-theorem shown in Eqs. 9 and 10, respectively. First, we
find that Cab
T and Cab
F satisfy the adjointness relations as seen
from
 d3v fafaM CabT ga
= − d3vDabv2faM v
 Qabfav  · v
 Qabgav 
− d3vv22 	abvfaM vQabfafaM 
 vQabgafaM 

= d3d3vgafaM CabT fa , A1
and
Ta d3v fafaM CabF fb = − abVabfb · Vbafa
− abWabfbWbafa
= Tb d3v fbfbM CbaF fa . A2
From Eq. A1, we immediately obtain
 d3d3v fafaM CabT fa
= − d3vDabv2faM v
 Qabfav 
2
− d3vv22 	abvfaM vQabfafaM 

2
 0, A3
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where the necessary and sufficient condition for the equality
is written as
 d3v fafaM CabT fb = 0 ⇔ fa = faMnafa/na. A4
Here, nafad3vfa is used. Let us define the inner
product between two pairs of distribution functions fa ,fb
and ga ,gb by
fa,fbga,gb  − Ta d3v fafaM CabT ga
− Tb d3v fbfbM CbaT gb , A5
which is used to define the squared norm of fa ,fb as
	fa,fb	2  fa,fbfa,fb 0. A6
From Eq. A4, we see that the necessary and sufficient con-
dition for 	fa ,fb	2fa ,fb fa ,fb=0 is given by
f = fMnf/n  = a,b . A7
Regarding 	fa−ga ,fa−ga	2 as the quadratic poly-
nomial with respect to  and considering its discriminant, the
Schwarz inequality is derived as
	fa,fb	2	ga,gb	2  fa,fbga,gb2. A8
In Eq. A8, the equality holds if and only if there are a pair
of real numbers c1 ,c2 0,0 that satisfy ha
= faMnaha /na and hb= fbMnbha /nb where ha
c1fa+c2ga and hbc1fb+c2gb.
Now, we expand an arbitrary velocity distribution func-
tion Fv as
Fv = 
l=0

Flv ,
A9
Flv = 
m=−l
l
Fl
mvYl
m, ,
where Yl
m , represent spherical harmonic functions and
v , , are spherical coordinates in the velocity space. Es-
pecially, Fl=1 can be rewritten in the form of
Fl=1v = 
j=x,y,z
v jFj
l=1v . A10
We can also divide Fv into the even and odd parts with
respect to the velocity v as
Fv = Fevenv + Foddv , A11
where
Fevenv = 
m=0

F2mv ,
A12
Foddv = 
m=1

F2m−1v .
Since Cab
T has the rotational symmetry, we have
fa,fbga,gb = 
l=0

fal,fblgal,gbl
= 
l=0


m=−l
l
falmYlm,fblmYlmgalmYlm,gblmYlm .
A13
Using Eq. A10, we also obtain
fa1,fb1ga1,gb1
= 
j=x,y,z
v jfaj1,v jfbj1v jgaj1,v jgbj1 . A14
In the Schwarz inequality shown in Eq. A8, we replace f
and g by fjl=1 j=x ,y ,z and fMmv j /T =a ,b, re-
spectively, and find
2abTa d3vfaj1faM CabT faj1 + Tb d3vfbj
1
fbM
Cba
T fbj1

 Ta d3vfaj1faM CabT faMmav j/Ta
+ Tb d3vfbj1fbM CbaT fbMmbv j/Tb

2
 4Ta d3vfaj1faM CabT faMmav j/Ta

 Tb d3vfbj1fbM CbaT fbMmbv j/Tb , A15
where the definition of ab0 in Eq. 40 is used. Using
Eq. A15 and the field-particle collision operator defined in
Eq. 35, we obtain
Ta d3vfaoddfaM CabT faodd + CabF fbodd
+ Tb d3vfboddfbM CbaT fbodd + CbaF faodd
 Ta d3vfa1faM CabT fa1 + CabF fb1
+ Tb d3vfb1fbM CbaT fb1 + CbaF fa1 0, A16
where the left-hand side vanishes if and only if
fodd = f1 = fM
m
T
uf · v  = a,b ,
A17
uafa = ubfb .
Next, substituting feven and fMx2 into f and g
=a ,b, respectively, in the Schwarz inequality shown by
Eq. A8 leads to
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2abTa d3vfaevenfaM CabT faeven
+ Tb d3vfbevenfbM CbaT fbeven

 Ta d3vfaevenfaM CabT faMxa2
+ Tb d3vfbevenfbM CbaT fbMxb2

2
 4Ta d3vfaevenfaM CabT faMxa2

 Tb d3vfbevenfbM CbaT fbMxb2 , A18
where ab0 is defined in Eq. 41. Equation A18 is
rewritten by using Eqs. 35 as
Ta d3vfaevenfaM CabT faeven + CabF fbeven
+ Tb d3vfbevenfbM CbaT fbeven + CbaF faeven 0,
A19
where the equality is satisfied only when
feven = fMnf
n
+
Tf
T
x2 − 32

 = a,b ,
A20
Tafa
Ta
=
Tbfb
Tb
.
Finally, Eqs. A16 and A19 are combined to yield the
H-theorem,
Ta d3v fafaM CabT fa + CabF fb
+ Tb d3v fbfbM CbaT fb + CbaF fa 0, A21
where the necessary and sufficient conditions for the left-
hand side to vanish are given by
f = fMnf
n
+
m
T
uf · v +
Tf
T
x2 − 32

 = a,b ,
A22
uafa = ubfb,
Tafa
Ta
=
Tbfb
Tb
.
APPENDIX B: GYROCENTER DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION
In the electrostatic gyrokinetic turbulence such as the
ITG turbulence, the perturbed gyrocenter distribution func-
tion f
ak
g
, which is independent of the gyrophase, is defined
by
fak
g
= − J0ka
eak
Ta
faM + hak, B1
where hak represents the adiabatic part of the perturbed par-
ticle distribution function fak as shown in Eq. 42. Then,
using Eqs. 42 and B1, fak is written as
fak = e−ik·afak
g
−
eak
Ta
faM1 − e−ik·aJ0ka .
B2
On the right-hand side of Eq. B2, the factor e−ik·a in the
first term results from the difference between the particle and
gyrocenter positions while the second group of terms repre-
sents the polarization, which is the variation of the particle
distribution due to the potential perturbation.
Using Eq. B1, we can rewrite Eq. 54, which repre-
sents the contribution from the turbulent fluctuation with the
wave number vector k to the turbulent entropy variable
Sa, as
 d3v fak22faM
= d3v fakg 22faM + naea
2
2Ta
2 k
21 − 0ba . B3
The expression for the turbulent entropy variable given in
Eq. B3, where the contributions from the gyrocenter distri-
bution function and the polarization part are separately
shown, is often used in the literature of the gyrokinetic ITG
turbulence simulations.29,30
APPENDIX C: GYROKINETIC MAXWELL EQUATIONS
Based on the gyrokinetic ordering, the lowest-order
first-order perturbed electromagnetic fields are written in
terms of the electrostatic potential k and the vector poten-
tial Ak as
Ek = − ikk,
C1
Bk = ik
 Ak,
and the second-order electromagnetic fields are given by
Ek
2
= − k −
1
c
Ak
t
,
C2
Bk
2
= 
 Ak.
In the eikonal representation such as x , t
=kkx , texpiSkx with k=Sk, the rapid per-
pendicular variation is described by the oscillatory factor
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expiSkx while the amplitude k still has a slow depen-
dence on the particle position x. In Eq. C2, the gradient
operator  acts only on the slowly varying amplitude part
and therefore 	k. The turbulent electromagnetic fields
are linked to the charge density aeanak and the current
density anaeauak through the Maxwell equations. The
first-order perturbed density nakd
3vfak and flow ve-
locity uakd
3vfakv are given by
nak = naeak/Ta + d3vhakJ0kv/a ,
C3
nauak = b d3vv	hakJ0kv/a
− ik
 b/k d3vvhakJ1kv/a ,
where the first-order perturbed distribution function fak
given in Eq. 42 is used. Using Eq. C3, the lowest-order
Maxwell equations are given by Poisson’s equation,
k
2 + D
−2k = 4
a
ea d3vhakJ0kv/a , C4
and the parallel and perpendicular components of Ampére’s
law written as
k
2 A	k =
4
c

a
ea d3vv	hakJ0kv/a ,
C5
− kB	k =
4
c

a
ea d3vvhakJ1kv/a ,
where Da4naea
2 /Ta−1/2 and B	kBk ·b ik

Ak ·b. The displacement current appears on the next or-
der of the Maxwell equation,

 Bk =
4
c

a
naeauak
2 +
1
c
Ek
t
, C6
where u
ak
2
represents the second-order flow velocity. We
find from Eq. C3 that the first-order flow, uak, satisfies the
incompressible condition, k ·uak=0, as the lowest-order
continuity equation. The next-order continuity equation for
the perturbed density nad3vfa is written as
nak
t
+  · nauak = − inak · uak
2
. C7
Since k ·uak=0, we find uak ·Ek=0 from Eq. C1.
Then, the lowest-order nonvanishing part of the inner prod-
uct of the flow velocity and the electric field is the third-
order quantity given by
na Reuak

· Ek
3
 na Reuak

· Ek
2 + uak
2
· Ek
= − Rek nakt +  · k nauak
+
1
c
Ak

t
· nauak
 . C8
From Eqs. C2, C5, C6, and C8, we can derive the
equation for the energy of electromagnetic fluctuations,
1
8

t
Ek
2 + Bk
2 = − Re c4  · Ek 
 Bk
+ 
a
eanauak

· Ek
3
 , C9
where the first and second terms on the right-hand side rep-
resent the energy inflow due to the Poynting flux and the
energy loss caused by the Joule heating, respectively. Using
Eqs. C1 and C5, the relation between the turbulent en-
tropy transport given in Eq. 55 and the Poynting flux is
obtained as

a
Ta d3v 12faM fak2v − hak2v	b
= −
c
4
ReEk
 
 Bk . C10
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